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AB $\backslash \sim TRA(\grave{\lrcorner}\uparrow$ . $LV\rho$ prov $\rho$ for a noIi expansive mapping $T$ that under certain conditions tlte stron g
$\lim_{iarrow 1^{-}}G_{t}(x)$ pxists and is a $A_{XP}d$ point $oiT,$ $wher^{\rho}G_{t}(x)=(1-x+tTG_{\ell}\langle x)$ . $0\leq t<1$ .
1. Introduction
Let $C$ be a nonempty closed convex $sub_{S\epsilon\}}t$ of a Bariacli space $E$ A mapping T $C-C$
$\iota s$ said to be nonexpansive $1f$
$\Vert Tx-Ty\Vert\leq\Vert x-y\Vert$
for all $x$ . $y$ in $C$ .
Let $E^{\cdot}$ be tlie dual space of $E$ . Then the value of $f\in E^{\cdot}$ af $x\in E$ will be denoted by
$<x_{\tau}f>$ . With each $x\in E$ , we associate the set
$J(x)=\{f\in E^{\cdot}\cdot<x_{1}f>=\Vert x\Vert^{2}=\Vert f\Vert^{2)_{1}}$
Using the Hahn-Banach theorem, it $1S$ immediately clear that $J(x)\neq\phi$ for each $x\in E$ .
The multivalued operator $J$ : $Earrow E$ is called the dualit. mapping of $E$ . Let $B=$
$\{x\in E \Vert x||=1\}$ be the unit sphere of $E$ . Then the norm of $E1S$ said to be Gateaux
differentiable (and $E\iota s$ said to be smooth) if
$\lim_{rarrow 0}\frac{||x+ry||-\Vert x||}{r}$
exists for each $x$ and $y$ in $B$ It is said to be Frechet differentiable if for each $x$ in $B$ .
this limit $1S$ actained uniformly for $y\ln B$ . Finally, it is said to be uniformly Frechet
differentiable (and $E1S$ said to be uniformly smooth) if $che$ limit $\iota s$ attained uniformly for
$(x, y)$ in $BxB$ . It is well known that if $E$ is smooth, then the duality mapping $J$ is single
valued. It is also known that if $E$ has a Frechet differentiable norm, then $J$ is norm to
norm continuous.
The purpose oi this note is to continue the discussion concerning the stroiig ronvergence
of the path $tarrow G_{1}(x),$ $0\leq t<1$ defined by (1! below for each $x$ in $C$ . We prove for
a nonexpansive mapping $T$ that under certain conditions the strong $\lim_{2arrow 1^{-}}G_{t}(x)$ exists
and $\iota s$ a fixed point of $T$ . The first results of this nature were establishei4 by. Brower([2])
and Browder and Petr; shyn$([4])$ .
Key words and $ph$mses. Nonexpansive mapping, Banach limit, Fixed points.
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2. Leninias
Let $E$ be a Banach space. Then the moduliis of convexity of $E$ is defined as $\delta_{E}(\epsilon)=$
$\inf\{1-\frac{1}{2}\Vert x+y\Vert. x\}y\in B_{E}$ and $\Vert x-y\Vert\geq\overline{--}\}$ , where $B_{E}=\{x\in E\cdot\Vert x\Vert\leq 1\}\iota s$ the
close(\’i unit bal] of E. $\backslash Ve$ recall $\dagger hatE1S$ said to bave the modulus of $conve\lrcorner\backslash iry$ of power




We now define the mapping $G_{t}$ $C-C$ by
$G_{\{}(x)=(1-t)x+tTG_{t}(x)$ (1)
for ail $x\ln C$ and $0\leq t<1$ . It is clear that for each $0\leq t<1$ , the $fixe\{J$ point set of $G_{f}$
coincides with that of $T$ .
We also recall that a Banach limit $LmI_{1}s$ a bounded linear functional on $/c\backslash _{\vee}\neg$ of norm 1
such that




for all $\{x_{n}\}$ in $l^{\infty}$
LEMMA 1 (Prus and Smarze$W^{r}ski\int 6J$ ) Le $tE$ be a p-uniforml.$vconv\rho_{A}x$ Banach space
$(p>1)$ . Then there exists a constan$fc>0$ such that
$\Vert\backslash x+(1-\lambda)y||^{p}\leq\lambda\Vert x||^{p}+(1-\lambda)||y||^{p}-cW_{p}(\lambda)\Vert x-y||^{p}$ (2)
for all $x$ } $y\in E$ and $\backslash \in[0,1]$ , where $W_{p}(\lambda)=\lambda(1-\backslash \backslash p+\lambda^{p}(1-\lambda)$ .
LEMMA 2. $LefC$ be a noiiempty cfosed $con$ vex and bounded $sub_{S\theta}t$ of a p-uniformly
convex Banach space $E$ , an$d$ let $\{x_{n}\}$ be a bounde$d$ sequence $ix1$ E. We define $fb_{4}e$ funct ional
$r\cdot Carrow Rb_{\nu}v$ th $e$ formular
$r(x)=Lm\prime I\{||x_{n}-x||^{p}\}$ .
Theii $r(\cdot)$ is con tinuous an $dco’\iota$vex.
Proof. For $x,$ $y\in C$ , we have















LEMMA 3. Let $C$ be $a$ noiiempty closed $con$ vex subset of a $\rho- umforml_{\nu}vcon$vex and
$unifoim1_{J}\cdot s\pi\}$oofh Ban $ach$ space E. Let $\{x_{n}\}$ be a bounded sequence $i_{I1}$ E. Then for
$– 0\in C$ ,
$LIM\{\Vert \mathcal{I}_{n^{-\prime\cdot 0||^{p}\}=m\iota nLmr\{\Vert x_{n}-y||^{p}\}}}^{\sim}y\in c$
if $aJid$ onl.v if
$L1M\{<\approx-\approx 0, J(x_{n^{-J}0})>\}\leq 0$
for $al1\approx\in C$ .
Proof. We first assume that LIM $\{\Vert x--\Vert^{p}\}=\min_{\nu\in C}LmI\{\Vert x_{n}-y||^{p}\}$ For $\vee\sim\in C$
and $\lambda:0\leq\lambda\leq 1$ , we have
$\Vert x_{n}-z_{0}\Vert^{p}=\Vert x-\backslash z_{0}-(1-\lambda)\approx+(1-\lambda)(\approx-:0)||^{p}$
$\geq\Vert x_{n}-\lambda\approx 0-(1-\lambda)z||^{p}$
$+p(1-\lambda)<z-z_{0},$ $J(x_{n}-\lambda_{\overline{k}}0-(1-\lambda)z)>$
since $J(x)\iota s$ subdifferential of the convex function $\frac{1}{p}||x||^{p}([3,p97])$ . Let $\xi>0$ be given.
Since $E1S$ uniformly smooth, the duality map is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets
of $E$ from the strong topology of $E$ to the weak topology of $E^{\cdot}$ ([3]). Therefore.
$|<z-z_{0},$ $J(x_{n}-\lambda z_{0}-(1-\lambda)_{-}^{\sim})-J(x_{n}-\approx 0)>|<\overline{c}$
if $\lambda$ is close enough to 1. Consequently, we have
$<z-z_{0},$ $J(x_{n}-z_{0})><\overline{=}+<\tilde{\sim}-\overline{\circ}0,$ $J(x_{r1}-\lambda\approx 0-(1-\lambda)\approx)>$
$\leq\epsilon+\frac{1}{p(1-\lambda)}\{||x_{n}-\tilde{\cdot}0||^{p}$
$-\Vert x_{n}-\lambda_{\sim 0}^{\gamma}-(1-\lambda)\approx||^{p}\}$ .
Therefore, we have
$LmI\{<z-z_{0}, J(x_{n}-z_{0})>\}\leq 0$
for all $z\in C$ .
To prove reverse, let $z\in C$ . Then since
$||x_{n}-\approx||^{p}-||x_{n}-z_{0}||^{p}\geq p<z_{0}-z,$ $J(x_{r\iota}-z_{0})>$
for all $n\in N$ and $LmI\{<\approx-z_{0}, J(x_{n}-z_{0})>\}\leq 0$ for all $z\in\prime C$ , we have
$LmI\{||x_{n}-z_{0}||^{p}\}=\min_{\approx\in C}LrM\{||x_{n}-z||^{p}\}$ .
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LEMMA 4. $LefC$ be a closed convex and $bo\iota ii_{J}dedsubs$ et of a p-uniformly $(’ OJ?Vex$ and
uniforml.$v$ smooth $BaIIach$ space $E$ , and $\{x_{n}\}$ be a bounded sequence of E. Then, the set
$M= \{u\in C : LIM\{||x_{n}-u\Vert^{p}\}=\min_{z\in C}Lm1\{||x_{n}-z\Vert^{p}\}\}$
consis $ts$ of $oI1\rho_{\vee}$ poinf.
Proof. Let $g(z)=LINI\{||x_{n}-z\Vert^{p}\}$ {or every $z\in C$ and $f= \inf\{g(z^{\backslash }|.\tilde{\sim}\in t_{\vee}^{\wedge}\}$ $\Gamma^{\dot{i}}\iota^{p}n$ .
by Lemma 2. the function $g1\Pi\cap t^{G}$. $ron\backslash .\rho_{-\backslash }’\tau n(\{(onttlllll\underline{1}us an 1 g_{\backslash }^{1}z)-\backslash arrow a\backslash \Vert z||$ – $-\wedge C$
From $[1.p79_{J^{t}}$ . the $\iota\cdot e\prime sxl\backslash |_{\grave{s})}^{\backslash }n\in C$ witli $g(?1)=r$ TIierefore -VI is nonempt.$\backslash r$ . $B\backslash \cdot$ Le $:\prime t\downarrow 1!\iota a:;$ .
we kncw tliat $\prime l\in\wedge lI\downarrow fan(\{on1!$ if $LI_{-}\backslash I\{<z-u$ . $J(.r, -71)>1_{1}\leq 0\dot{\downarrow}\grave{J}’\in C$ . $W_{\tau’}\cdot\searrow i^{\backslash }:01^{\cdot}$ ,
that $arrow 1!l_{f}:oiisistS$ of $cn\epsilon\cdot P^{t}$ ) $\downarrow 11($ Let $u$ . $v\in,1fa11\{\rfloor S11_{i})pos\prime^{d}n\neq$ . $T^{1}\tau_{L}t)\backslash |\vee’$ [ $7$ .Theorem 1].
$t|_{1P\Gamma Cf^{J}X\}S1_{\iota}q}^{-}$ a $p(- St\gamma]_{L\vdash\cap I11;1}\})\rho_{1=}L^{\cdot}-iu(’ l_{1}rba\iota$ .
$<x_{n}-u-(x_{n}-?1),$ $J(x_{n}-u)-J(x_{n}-?1)>\geq-\vee\wedge$
for every $n\in N$ . Therefore
$LINI\{<\uparrow\cdot-u, J(x_{n}-u)-J(x_{n}-v)>\}\geq\xi>0$.





$LL\backslash I\{<v-u. J(x_{n}-u)-J(x_{n}-v)>\}<0$ .
This is a contradiction. Therefore $u=7j$
3. Main Results
THEOREM 1. Let $C$ be a ciosed $con$ vex $ard$ bounded $su$bset of a $p- uniforml_{\vee}v;_{\vee}\cdot onv\theta X$
aiid un$iforml_{\nu}v$ smoof $f$) Bana$cI_{0}$ space $E,$ $aI1d\{x_{n}\}$ be $a$ boun$ded$ sequence of $E$ such $rhaC$
$\lim_{n-\infty}||x_{n}-Tx_{n}\Vert=0$ . $H$ T. $Carrow C$ is a nonexpansive mapping, $th^{\rho}n$
$ilI= \{u\in C\cdot Lmr\{||x_{n}-u||^{p}\}=\min_{-\in c}Lmr\{||x_{n}-z\Vert^{p}\}\rfloor$
is a fixed point set of $T$ .
Proof. We will show that the set $M$ is invariant under $T$ . In $fact$ , since $\lim_{narrow\infty}||x_{n}-$
$Tx_{n}||=0$ , we have, for $u\in M$ ,
$LIM\{\Vert x_{n}-T?4||^{p}\}=LmI\{||Tx_{n}-Tu||^{p}\}$
$\leq$ LIM$\{\Vert x_{n}-u\Vert^{p}\}$
and hence $Tu\in M$ . On the other hand, by Lemma 4, we know that $M$ consists of one
point. Therefore this point is a fixed point of $T$ and $M$ is $a\cdot fixed$ point set of $T$ .
It is well known in ([8]) that a uniform smooth space has normal structure. Since such a
space is also reflexive, each bounded closed convex subset of it has the fixed point property
for nonexpansive mappings ([5]).
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THEOREM 2. Let $C$ be a $cl$osed convex a$I;d$ bounded subset of a p-uniformly conve $x$ and
$uniforml_{J^{f}}$ smooth Banach space $E,$ $T:Carrow C$ a none.xpaiisive $mapping_{l}$ and $G_{i}$ $Carrow C$ ,
$0<t<1$ , the $famil_{\vee}v$ of mappings $de\mathcal{B}_{J}ied$ by (1). Then, for each $x$ in C. the stron$g$
$\lim_{tarrow 1^{-}}G_{t}(x)$ exists and is a fixed poin $t$ of $T$ .
Proof. Note that from the preceding statement $T$ has a fixed point in $C$ . Let $w$ be a
fixed point of $T$ . Fix a point $x$ in $C$ , denote $G_{t}(x)$ by $y(t)$ . Since $y(t)-u’=(1-t)(x-$
$\iota v)+t(Ty(t)-Tw)$ ,
$\Vert y(t)-u_{\backslash }’\Vert\leq\Vert x-w\Vert$
and $\{y(t)\}$ remains bounded as $tarrow 1^{-}$ We also have
$\lim_{t-1^{-}}\Vert y(t)-Ty(t)||=\lim_{iarrow 1^{-}}||(1-t)x-(1-t)Ty(t!\Vert$
$=0$ .
$A\backslash ow$ let $t_{n}arrow 1^{-}a\iota ldy_{n}=y(t_{n})$ . Define $f\cdot Carrow[C, \propto)$ by $f(z)=Lm\iota\{\Vert y_{n}-\backslash arrow\cdot\Vert^{p}\}$ Froni
Lemma 2 $f1S$ continiious and convex. $f(\approx)arrow\infty$ as $\{|\approx\Vertarrow\infty$ , which $i\iota nplies$ that $f$ attains
$\dot{\iota}ts$ infimun over $C$ . That is, $\mathfrak{t}_{P}here$ exists a $z_{0}\in C$ such that
$LINI\{\Vert y_{n}-\sim\Vert^{p}\}=\min_{\nu\in c}$ LIM $\{\Vert y_{n}-y||^{p}\}$ .











for all $n$ . Thus, we get for $x\in C$ ,
$<y_{n}-x,$ $J(y_{n}-z_{0})>\leq 0$ (3)
for all $n$ . From Lemma 3
$LmI\{<z-z_{0}, J(y_{n^{-.0}})>\}\leq 0$ (4)
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for all $z\in C$ . CIioosing $z=y_{n}$ in (4), we conclude that
LIM $\{\Vert y_{n}-.0\Vert\}\leq 0$ .
Thus there $1S$ a subsequence of $\{y_{n}\}$ which convf.rges strongly to $z_{0}$ . To $comple\dagger,e1_{r}$he $proof_{1}$
suppose that $y_{n}$
$,$
$arrow\approx 1$ and $y_{m_{k}}arrow z_{2}$ . Then by (3),
$<$ -l– $x$ , $J(z_{1^{-\sim}2})>\leq 0$
and
$<Z_{1^{-2}}^{-.J(\approx 1^{-z_{2})>\leq 0}}\vee\cdot$
Hence $\sim 1=\vee- 2$ and the strong $\lim_{tarrow 1^{-}}y(t)$ exists. which completes the procf.
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